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Commanders Call: 
   Hello everyone, hope Y’all had a great Christmas. The New Year will be beginning in few 

days. Talking about new beginnings is what the New Year is all about. To change things one, 

one might wish to lose weight or stop smoking or many of the other things we use as New Year’s 

Resolutions. I am sure some of our Confederate Ancestors’ Resolutions were to see the War over 

and for the Federal Army to go back north and leave them alone. The next Camp Meeting will be 

the Potluck Dinner on January 14th at the Amvets at 360 Brown Rd. St. Peters Missouri. From 

Hwy. 70 Hwy. turn onto to Hwy 79 North take it to the north service rd. first right, make a right 

at the stop sign go to Brown Rd. will be on the left the Amvets will be on your right on Brown 

Rd. We will start at 1: 00 PM and everyone is to bring a pot luck dish and a desert. The Camp 

will provide fried chicken. Please call 618-304-7758 or email Dave Roper at 

daveroper166@gmail.com with what you are bringing so we all don’t all bring the same thing. 

The Amvets will supply our drinks they charge $ 2.50 for beer and can soda for $ 1.50 and $ 

1.00 for fountain soda. We will have the yearly auction so please bring things you would like to 

donate. It can be Confederate things or anything you would like to get rid of. One man’s junk is 

another man’s treasure. We our also having a Confederate Bingo each card will cost $ 5.00 the 

winner will receive half of what is collected. If time allows we my do this a few times.     

Let’s make this our best Pot Luck Dinner yet. 

       Commander Dave Roper 

 

               My Confederate Ancestor:  Jim Erhard 
My Confederate ancestor was, David Hammett. He was born on May 19, 1841 in St. Mary’s 

County, Maryland. In 1860 he was a farm hand for his father. He joined the Confederate Army 

as a Private in Company D 2nd Battalion Maryland Infantry on August 19, 1862 at Camp 

Maryland. David had signed up for three years of the war. He was admitted on February 5, 1864 

to Chimborazo Hospital No. 2 Richmond, Virginia with the disease of debility: which is a fever 

of unknown origin. He returned to duty February 19, 1864. On May 16th and 17th, 1864 he was 

admitted to Wayside Hospital or General Hospital No. 9. Richmond, Virginia.  On October 2 

thur October 11 1864 he was back in Hospital with the same thing illness.  Then on April 27, 

1864 he was paid $22.00 and received a clothing allowance of $134.13.  He had a deduction for 

$60.00, and he was paid $96.13. David was captured on April 2,1865 near Hatchers Run outside 

of Petersburg, Virginia and sent to City Point, Virginia. He had to take the oath of allegiance on 

June 13, 1865 at Point Lookout, Maryland. David was released the same day. His description at 

the time was complexion light, his hair was brown, his eyes were hazel and height was 5ft. 8 ½. 

It also had his place of residence as St. Mary’s County Maryland. David returned home and on 

April 14, 1868 he married Henrietta A. Cox in St. Mary’s County. He and Henrietta had 11 

children together. In 1870 he was a farmer and they had a 1 year old daughter and his parents 

were living with them. In the 1880 censes David was still farming and seven of their children had 

been born. He passed away May 30, 1897 in Park Hill, St. Mary’s, Maryland. David is buried in 

St. Nicholas Cemetery in Patuxent River, St. Mary’s, Maryland. 

   Here are some of the battles the 2nd Battalion Maryland Infantry were in: 

 2nd Battle of Winchester, Battle of Gettysburg, Battle of Cold Harbor, Siege of Petersburg. He 

was captured just a few days before the battle on Hatcher’s Run.  
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December Camp minutes 
 
1815 camp meeting called to order            By Dave Roper Commander 
Invocation                 By Brian Cook 
All members stood and saluted the confederate flag 
The reading of the charge               By Bob Fallert 
Adjutant’s Report – Brad Bludsworth       
Treasurer’s Report – Bill Bowden      
Old Business Report on the Parson Camp Christmas Party – By Steve Pfeil.  
Swearing in of New Camp Members – John Grigsby & William Fultz  
John E. Grigsby Father was in attendance.  Will wife Amanda and daughter Livia were in 
attendance 
   Break - 10 Minutes   
Introduction of Guest      Gale Red and Walter Hall 
New Business   
Do we want to have the Auction this year? At the Luncheon 
The New Officers will take over to the lead of the Utz camp At the Luncheon 
The rent for our monthly meeting went up 50 dollars a year. Our camp will now pay 250 
dollars per year to use the Saint Peters Library  
Entertain a Motion to Close Business part of Meeting    
Benediction –Duane Mayer 
 
Thoughts and prayers for our camp members Rick and Jake. Jacob’s Mother passed away 

Gale Red was our guest speaker last month here is a quick review of 
his topic 
 

It was my pleasure to share the afternoon with all you fine compatriots. Walter Hall and I 

were delighted to share images and facts of Christmas during the War of Northern Aggression, 

especially from the perspective of the Southern States and people. To help bring it better into 

focus, I was able to share copies of painting by the famous Civil War aerialist, Mort Kunstler, 

who is renowned especially for his waterscapes. Victorian Christmases were much like those of 

today. Unfortunately, the devastation of warfare and the crippling effects of the Federal blockade 

denied even the smallest of amenities for the Southerners as the War went on. The Southern 

children were told that the Yankees had delayed Santa. Our presentation showed the cruelties of 

war and the bleakness of the holidays for the Confederate side. We hope that it was of interest to 

all. Thanks for asking us to be with you.  We wish you all a very Merry Christmas. 

Gale Red, Commander 

Illinois Division 

 

Chaplains Corner 
 

The New Years holiday brought hope to the soldiers in the war for Southern 

Independence that this year would be the year that the war ends and soldiers could return home 



 

 

to their families and loved ones. It was also a time to reflect on the past year ... battles survived 

and comrades lost. 

For us today, it's a time for parties, parades, and football games. But it's also a time for us 

to start over again, to reshuffle the deck, and to start a new course. You might say this falls under 

New Year's resolutions, but it can certainly be a lot more than that. This could be the time to 

renew family relationships, to patch up an old quarrel, or possibly start attending church again. 

While this can be done anytime, the new years beginning gives us a great starting point. 

So, what will 2017 hold for you? 

 
 

 

 Camp 1815 end of the year review for 2016 

 
Our camp experienced some good growth this year with a total number of new 

members being ten. Here is the list of our new members: 

 
Jake Jacobs     Jeff Futhey          Scott Swisher   Will Fultz    Jason Hinson                    

Rick Jacobs      Chris Holmes      Patrick Levitt     John Grigsby   Mike Rose Sr.. 
 

 

Our camp was blessed to have some very generous speakers and presentations 

given. These men deserve our gratitude and thanks for making our camp meeting 

informational and thought provoking. Here is a list of our 2016 speakers:  

 
Gene Dressel - 2 Times    Duane Mayer - 2 Times 

David McCollisterd            Mark Morgan              Phil Hart            

Doug Gilfford                     Jim England               Gale Red 

 

2016 Camp and SCV events attended by our members 
 
Potluck luncheon                                                        January 

Confederate Flag Day                                                 March    

Missouri SCV Reunion                       April                                                     



 

 

Fee Fee Cemetery                                      May 

Confederate Memorial Day                                        June 

Family Camp Picnic                 June 

National SCV Reunion                                               July 

Eastern Brigade Shoot off                                          October 

Palmyra Massacre Road trip                           October 

Missouri Succession Dinner                                       November      

 

 

“If you surrender you shall be treated as prisoners of war, but if I have 
to storm your works you may expect no Quarters.” 
                 ---Nathan Bedford Forest 
 
 

Up coming SCV  Meeting and events For 2017 

 
January 14 - Utz Camp Pot Luck Dinner at the Amvets – 1:00 PM  

 

January 21 – Lee Jackson Dinner at the Inn at Grand Glaze Lake of the Ozark.  

Social Hour begins at 5:00 PM. Dinner begins at 6:00 PM. Room rate is $68.00 

plus tax a night. 

 

February 11 – Utz Camp Meeting – Speaker Duane Mayer 

 

March 4 – SCV National Confederate Flag Day Rally  

 

March 11 – Utz Camp Meeting – Speaker Dianne Moran 

  

April 8 - UTZ camp meeting   

   

April 21 and 22-  Missouri Division Reunion 

 

May- No UTZ camp meeting (Mother’s Day weekend) 

 

May- Cemetery date to be decided  

  

June 3- Confederate Memorial Day, Higginsville MO.         

 

July 20-22 -122Nd Annual SCV meeting, Memphis TN. 
 



 

 

Just a reminder to our Camp members, our camp donated 500 dollars toward 

the national museum.  If at all possible, we would like to recover this donation 

money back by our members. Our treasurer made a great voice for our camp 

to make sure with the 500 dollars gave us the honor to have a plaque in the 

museum for a 

1000-dollar donation.  

Thanks, 

Mr. Bowden 

 

 

 

 



Military Order of the Stars & Bars 
General Francis Marion Cockrell Report, Commander Billy Bowden  
 

     Idiocracy of the New South By Scott Barker 
 
      “We have met the enemy and he is us” The famous words of Pogo the Opossum, a 
character from Walt Kelly’s famous comic strip Pogo (1) are very much apropos 
today as we see Southern legislature, and local government leaders bending and 
buckling to the forces of political correctness. Indeed, the great transmogrification 
of Southern culture and history is rapidly advancing into areas that once would have 
been unimaginable. That this is so, is evidenced by now frequent reports of new 
assaults on the history and the culture of the South, especially that of the former 
Confederate States of America. 
          The numerous efforts now underway to obliterate, alter, or remove the 
symbols and the history of the former Confederacy have increased in magnitude, 
and serve as confirmation of the importance of our responsibility to ensure the way 
forward in fulfilling our obligation of preserving the history and legacy of the 
confederate solider. Our resolve to reverse the gains achieved by detractors must be 
stiffened; like, wise we must stand firm against ongoing efforts to lock away any 
outward display of our history, and there should be no comprise to demands that 
abridge our right to freedom expression. In these instances, as the descendants of 
these gallant men, we suffer at the aggrieved victims of the many slanderous attacks 
being issued by our detractors, just as our confederate forbearers had been the 
victims of vicious Northern aggressions and savage cruelty. (2) 
              A distinct pattern of recriminations against the virtues and honor of the 
Confederate soldier, and the cause for which he fought, has now crystalized in the 
form of political correctness. That many of these recriminations come from 
Southern themselves speaks to the new South’s acceptance of the concept of 
political correctness.(3) Political correctness pattern seeks to rewrite American 
history, and to turn our country into a politically correct idiocracy-a government 
run by idiots.(4) To Acquiesce to their worldview  would be to fundamentally alter 
the perspective of subsequent generations of Americans as to the development and 
formation of our republic. In this regard, our country would become an iconoclastic 
nation that is intent upon destroying all representation of our past that do not 
comport themselves to the standards of the twenty- first century. Likewise, it places 
our nation’s traditions, culture and history at the whims of ad hoc censors whose 
purpose it is to ensure the maintenance of political correctness protocols. 
 Our detractors have chosen to defame us by alleging that we are supporters 
of “racism “and equate the symbols of the confederacy as being representative of 
our nation’s slave holding past. This line of thinking not only reflects a total lack of 
understanding of the historical events or our nations, but it also projects a false 
narrative of the historical records of both United States and the Confederate States. 
The term “racism” according to a social commentator Roger Kimball, when applied 
as a measure to ensure political correctness, has the meaning that,” the primary 



 

 

effect is…. to intimate, ostracize, and silence [emphasis added].”(5) Sidney Hook, a 
most profoundly learned twentieth   century political philosopher, when discussing 
racism famously said, “As morally offensive as it is the expression of racism 
wherever it is found, a false charge of racism enable the authentic racist to conceal 
his racism by exploiting a loose way the term is used to cover up his actions” (6) this 
goes precisely to the purpose of our detractors. 
 Our detractors condemn the confederacy for having supported slavery. An 
anachronistic view of slavery shows that it was to the credit of British forefathers 
that slavery was to endure in United States; indeed, it was the British under whom it 
had been established and was to proliferate. Subsequent to American independence 
the “peculiar institution,”(7) as it was later known continued on in the former 
American colonies and it was the constitutional protections given to slavery that 
sustained it, and was to also prove problematic in securing it’s abolition. (8) Thus, to 
condemn the institution of slavery, and slaveholders, is to also castigate the actions 
of many of our founders, and some members of the framers of our Constitution. In 
this sense, and in retrospect, it would appear that many of our forefathers viewed 
themselves to be of superior human stock. Accordingly, when the actions of our 
revered founders are considered in the view of the contemporary standards of our 
detractors, the banner of our great nation becomes a besmirched and tainted 
symbol of slavery and oppression. Therefore, in consideration of this jaundiced view 
of our history, should we protest against and demand the removal of the iconic 
symbols, monuments, and memorials associated with the founding of the United 
States, as it is now occurring within the States other former confederacy?  
 To be sure, it was under the government of the United States of slavery had 
been endorsed and perpetuated. Moreover, and most importantly, the United States 
did not go to war with the States of the southern Confederacy for the purpose of 
emancipating constitutionally held slaves. Although the scenario of fighting to free 
an enslaved people put a good spin on the cause of the north, it is just that, “spin.” To 
be clear on the cause of the war, their exist ample evidence in support of an invasion 
of a peaceable agrarian society of their southern neighbor by the United States for 
the sole purpose of restoring them to the federal union. (9) So, in view of the 
foregoing, if my Confederate ancestors are to be condemned for defending their 
homes against a marauding army of northern invaders, then should my American 
patriot ancestors, after having fought in the war for independence to establish a 
subsequent slaveholding nation, tarred by the brush racism, and be likewise 
condemn? 
 Unfortunately, our detractors have now sees the initiative and launching a 
campaign of disparagement on the American flag and our national anthem. The 
impetus for this offensive conduct has undoubtedly been an outgrowth of their 
success in affecting and government policies regarding the Confederate symbols. 
That this is so, is reflected in recent conduct by some professional athletes towards 
the flag and the anthem of our nation. Moreover, the contagion of hatred being 
spread by the vitriolic bacillus of our detractors has resulted in the contaminated 
debate on racism that seeks to degrade or national esteem. 
 Perhaps Marcus Garvey, Jr., publisher, journalist, entrepreneur and Black 
Nationalist, said it best, when he opined. “ A people without the knowledge of their 



 

 

past, origin and culture are like a tree without roots.” If we persist with the 
unwarranted and unnecessary censorship of the events from our Nations past, then 
it is likely that the future generations of America will become rootless society with a 
little understanding or appreciation for events from our history, albeit a history 
with some rough edges, but one that has nonetheless molded us into the great 
nation that we are today.  
Full foot notes can be found in the Military Order of the Stars & Bars Officers Call volume #8 
November 2016  
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Confederate Partisan Ranger 

 

       Throughout the Civil War, there existed many bodies of irregular cavalrymen, 

who, by sudden dashes on the rear and flanks of the Union armies, or in a night attack on 

the Federal trains, kept the outposts and train guard continually on the alert. As much of 

the rationing of the Confederate armies was through captured stores, these irregular bands 

often brought substantial aid to their starving comrades in the shape of Federal provision 

wagons, captured intact.| 

        These independent partisan bands were far from being guerrillas, bushwhackers, or 

"jayhawkers," as were those of the type of Quantrill, who, during his brief career, left a 

trail of fire and blood through the disputed territory of Kansas and Missouri. The leaders 

of the best of these partisans were men whose personalities had much to do with their 

success, and as their fame increased with their annoying operations against the Union 

armies, the latter had strict orders to kill or capture them at any cost. 

        Three of these brilliant, fearless, and daring Southern raiders became especially 

noted and feared, and in the history of the Confederate irregular cavalry, the names of 

Turner Ashby, John H. Morgan, and John S. Mosby stand in a class by themselves. The 

first two were killed during the war, but Mosby, whose death or capture was probably 

more desired by the North than that of either of the others, survived every engagement, 

fighting stubbornly for the Confederacy, even after Lee had surrendered at Appomattox. 

        Ashby was a handsome man, a daring soldier, and a superb horseman. At the 

outbreak of the war, he received a commission as captain of a band of picked rangers, 

working in conjunction with the main operations of the Confederate armies, but 

unhampered by specific instructions from a superior. He was rapidly promoted. As 

colonel of a partisan band he was a continual menace to the Federal trains, and moved 

with such rapidity as oftentimes to create the impression that several bodies of mounted 

troops were in the field instead of but one. Failing upon an isolated column of army 

wagons at dawn, he would strike a Federal camp thirty miles away by twilight of the 

same day. His men were picked by their leader with great care, and although there is 

reason to believe that Southern writers surrounded these troopers with a halo of romance, 

there is no disputing that they were brave, daring, and self-sacrificing. 

        Ashby himself was looked upon by many officers and men in the Union armies as a 

purely mythical character. It was said that no such man existed, and that the feats 

accredited to Ashby's rangers were in reality the work of several separate forces. Much of 

the mystery surrounding this officer was due to his beautiful white horse, strong, swift, 

and a splendid jumper. He and his horse, standing alone on a hill or ridge, would draw the 

Union troops on. When the latter had reached a point where capture seemed assured, 

Ashby would slowly mount and canter leisurely out of sight. When his pursuers reached 
the spot where he had last been seen, Ashby and his white charger would again be 

observed on the crest of a still more distant hill. 

        Only once during his spectacular career in the Confederate army was Ashby 

outwitted and captured, but even then he made his escape before being taken a mile by 

his captors--a detachment of the First Michigan Cavalry. 



 

 

        The Confederate leader was surrounded before he was aware of the presence of the 

Union troops, and the latter were within fifty rods of him when he saw several of them 

pushing along a cross-road which afforded the only avenue of escape. Nevertheless, 

Ashby made a dash for freedom. Vaulting into the saddle, the daring rider raced to beat 

the foremost Union trooper to the open road. Sergeant Pierson, who was in command of 

the little body of flankers, rode the only horse which could equal the speed of Ashby's 

fleet charger, and he and the Southerner reached the road crossing together--Pierson far in 

advance of his comrades. As Pierson neared Ashby, the latter fired at him with his 

revolver, but the Union trooper did not attempt to return the fire and Ashby himself 

replaced his weapon in the holster. 

        As the two men, magnificently mounted, came together, Ashby drew a large knife 

and raised it to strike. Pierson was a bigger and stronger man than Ashby, and reaching 

over, he seized Ashby's wrist with one hand while with the other he grasped the partisan 

leader's long black beard. Then, throwing himself from his horse, Pierson dragged the 

Confederate officer to the ground, and held him until the remaining Union troopers 

reached the scene of the struggle and disarmed Ashby. 

        The white horse had instantly stopped when Ashby was pulled from his back, and 

the captive was allowed to ride him back to the Union lines, slightly in advance of his 

captors, Sergeant Pierson at his side. The detachment had gone but a short distance when 

the mysterious white horse wheeled suddenly to one side, bounded over the high 

plantation fence which lined the roadside, and dashed away across the fields. Before the 

Union troops could recover from their surprise, Ashby was again free, and it was not long 

before he was once more reported by the Federal scouts as standing on a distant hill, 

engaged in caressing his faithful horse. 

        Only a few weeks later, this famous horse, which had become so familiar to the 

Union troops, was shot and killed by a sharpshooter belonging to the Fifth Michigan, who 

was attempting to bring down Ashby. Not long after, while leading his men in a cavalry 

skirmish, at Harrisonburg, during "Stonewall" Jackson's famous Valley campaign, Ashby 

met his own death, on June 6, 1862. As he fell, his last words to his troopers were: 

"Charge men! For God's sake, charge! 

        
Source: "The Photographic History of the Civil War, Volume 2" Article by Charles D. Rhodes, Captain,  
General Staff, United States Army 

 

Two Quotes in honor of the Lee Jackson dinner: 
 
“True patriotism sometimes requires of men to act exactly contrary, at one period, to that 

which it does at another, and the motive which impels them—the desire to do right—is 

precisely the same.” General Robert E. Lee 

 

“Captain, my religious belief teaches me to feel as safe in battle as in bed. God has fixed 

the time for my death. I do not concern myself about that, but to be always ready, no 

matter when it may overtake me. That is the way all men should live, and then all would 

be equally brave.” 

Thomas Jonathan “Stonewall” Jackson 

 



 

 

 

 
Missouri Confederate trivia 
 

Was there an area in Missouri called Little Dixie? 

 

Confederate trivia of the month 

 
How many sets of twins did General John Bell Hood father after the war? 

 

[a] One set  [b] two sets  [c] three sets  [d] four sets 

 

 

What state was William Quantrill killed in? 

 

 

Name this Confederate General 

      

  
 

    
Editor: Jeff Futhey 

Last Months trivia questions 
What was the most northern battle fought in MO. 
Answer. Athens Missouri. 
 
What confederate cabinet member was called “ the most 
accomplished statesman I have ever know’? 
Judah P. Benjamin 
Confederate trivia By J. Stephen Lang 

Patrick Henry and Thomas Jefferson both had grandsons 
attending the meeting on secession. 
True 
A Rebel War Clerks Diary Vol. 1 By John B. Jones 



 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 


